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For further information, please contact the PhD International Office at
phd-international@univ-toulouse.fr
Phone: +(33) 5 62 25 00 88

Details of each Doctoral School are available at
www.univ-toulouse.fr/doctoral-schools

There are only good reasons to do your PhD in Toulouse!
The Université Fédérale Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées is home to top-ranking research centres covering all areas of the sciences and technology, the humanities and social sciences. You will study for your PhD in a research centre of international standing, under the supervision of highly qualified scientist. The PhD usually involves a 3-year contract with the University, a company, research organization or other institution. You will write a thesis based on your research, which you will defend in an oral examination that can be held entirely in English.

Applying for a PhD: eligibility and procedure

• You must hold a degree equivalent to a Bologna compliant Masters degree (5 years of Higher Education/300 ECTS) with research experience.
• Making an application: send your CV and letter of application including a brief description of your research project to: phd-international@univ-toulouse.fr
• The PhD international office will help you to find doctoral school and thesis supervisor.